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An opportunity to change….

2

1. Cars – and confusion about their place in the traditional city

2. Ability to build much bigger, blander and more cheaply

3. Modernist rejection of organic understanding about cities

4. Increasing cost of labour post World War I

5. A failure to imagine how to ‘layer in’ more greenery into the 
traditional city (?)

But this is an 
important 

moment – as 
this is 

changing



Why have we stopped talking about beauty?

“we all want beauty for the
refreshment of our souls”
Octavia Hill (1883)

“to secure the home healthy,
the house beautiful, the town
pleasant, the city dignified
and the suburb salubrious”
Aims of the Planning Act
(1909)

Octavia Hill

“Today to talk of beauty in
policy circles risks
embarrassment: it is felt both
to be too vague a word,
lacking precision and focus
and, paradoxically given its
appeal by contrast with
official jargon, elitist. Yet in
losing the word ‘beauty’ we
have lost something special
from our ability to shape our
present and our future.”

Dame Fiona Reynolds (2016)



Our terms of reference

Purpose / role of the Commission

The purpose of the ‘Building Better, Building Beautiful Commission’ is to tackle the challenge of poor-quality design and build of homes and
places, across the country and help ensure as we build for the future, we do so with popular consent. The Commission will gather evidence
from both the public and private sector to develop practical policy solutions to ensure the design and style of new developments, including
new settlements and the country’s high streets, help to grow a sense of community and place, not undermine it.

Aims

• To gather evidence from stakeholders and other sources. The Commission will gather evidence to understand the scale and nature of the
challenge. Identify opportunities to tackle this, promoting improved quality and greater community consent.

• To advocate for beauty in the built environment. Act as champions and advocates for the Government’s commitment to beauty in the built
environment, with a focus on the opportunity to improve the quality of homes and places through establishing Garden Cities/Towns/Villages
and the renewal of high streets.

• To develop workable ideas to help renew high streets and inform the planning and design of new settlements. Through the commissioning of
appropriate activity, and the gathering of evidence, the Commission will challenge current practices, policies and behaviours to develop
pragmatic solutions to the challenges identified.

• To develop practical ideas for the identification and release of appropriate land and the new infrastructure need to support development. Draw in
evidence on the best ways to achieve community consent as land is brought forward for development and the role new technological
enabled infrastructure helps to support this.

• To inform the work of MHCLG and other Government Department policy teams. Government policy development will be informed through the
sharing of insight and workable ideas and solutions from the Commission.



Who we are  – a wide range of views

• Sir Roger Scruton, co-chair, philosopher

• Nicholas Boys Smith, co-chair, Director of Create Streets

• Mary Parsons, Chair and a trustee of the Town and Country Planning Association and Group Director
at Places for People.

• Gail Mayhew, Smart Growth Associates, Property Consultants.

• Professor Yolande Barnes, Professor of Real Estate at University College, London. Formerly
Director of World Research at Savills,

• Ben Bolgar, Senior Director of Prince’s Foundation. Led over 50 collaborative planning and design
frameworks

• Paul Monaghan, Director of AHMM and Design Council Trustee.

• Adrian Penfold OBE, Formerly Head of Planning, at Dartford Borough Council and British Land.
Chair of Design South East

• Sunand Prasad, Senior Partner and co-founder of Penoyre & Prasad.

• Dame Fiona Reynolds DBE, Master of Emmanuel College, Cambridge. Formerly DG of National
Trust and Director of CPRE

• Stephen Stone, Executive Chairman of Crest Nicholson.

• Peter Studdert, Chair of Quality Review Panels for the London Legacy Development Corporation
and London Borough of Haringey

• Sir John Hayes MP Former Minister of Transport.



Some of the things we’ve done – a broad base of evidence

• Seven visits to over 17 housing and development sites across the country. Discussions with over 50
developers, planners, architects, local authority representatives, residents as part of those visits

• Interviews with 120 experts from the fields of housing, planning, development, architecture,
academia, roundtable discussions with industry bodies

• Launch of a call for evidence including an open invitation for anyone to provide information via
an online questionnaire. 73 responses to the call for evidence including responses from special
interest groups, professional bodies, amenity groups, architects, local authorities, developers
as well as members of the public. Some of the organisations responding had also carried out
survey of their members in order to produce their response.



Some of what we’ve learnt

1. Despite strong initial reluctance from many professionals – there has been a very strong
response from civic society and from the wider population that we should worry about beauty

• “This is a very timely commission…. it’s urgently needed” Ian Harvey, Civic Voice

• 65 per cent of those responding to Civic Voice’s survey felt beauty was not considered

• 63 per cent of those giving us evidence (mainly professionals) agreed that beauty should
be an aim of the planning system

2. Very strong sense from our evidence and submission that people feel development is being
done to them and at them and they resent this

• “Developers then parachute in and seem to know what is best for the area”

• “My local experience is that the community is seen as an inconvenience to be swept aside”

3. A desire to influence what is built and that it should ‘fit in’ and be beautiful

• 86 per cent of those responding to Civic Voice’s survey felt that “beauty is important”

4. The health and wellbeing impact of good vs bad places is increasingly recognised (e.g. NHS
Healthy New Towns programme)

5. Very strong support for early community engagement in the planning process (almost
universal) and strong support for use of co-design and deliberative techniques (87 per cent)



We can create beauty but it is rare
The Bourne Estate, London



We can create beauty but it is rare
Nansledan, Cornwall



Beauty at three scales

Beautiful buildings

(windows, height, 
space materials)

Beautiful places

(streets, squares 
and parks – the 
‘spirit of place’)

Beautifully placed

(sustainable 
settlement patterns 
sitting in the 
landscape)



Beauty first

Places not just 
houses

Regenerative 
development

Growing 
beautifully

Early 
collaboration not 

confrontation

A level playing 
field

Learning 
together

Making beauty 
count

Creating space for beauty – 8 key themes



Creating space for beauty

Beauty first

Places not just houses

1. Ask for beauty
2. Beauty and the spirit of place defined and demanded locally
3. Re-discovering civic pride in architecture
4. Saying no to ugliness

5. Placemakers not housebuilders
6. Moving the democracy upstream from development control to plan-

making
7. Incentivising stewardship and long-term development
8. Empowering communities



Creating space for beauty

Regenerative 
development

9. Net gain not ‘no net harm’
10. Fair tax for existing places
11. Hope for the high street
12. Regenerating regeneration
13. Revisting boxland

14. Master-planning not planning by appeal
15. The right development in the right place
16. Create mixed use ‘gentle density’ with centres and edges
17. Highways and byways
18. Biodiversity rules

Growing beautifully



Creating space for beauty

Early collaboration 
not confrontation

19. Collaboration not just consultation
20. Engagement in a digital age
21. Design review but not from ‘on high’

22. Predictability to reduce planning risk
23. Ensuring enforcement
24. Proper procurementA level playing field



Creating space for beauty

Learning together
25. Understanding beauty
26. A common understanding of place
27. Planning excellence

28. Making space for planning 
29. Measure what really matters
30. Don’t subsidise uglinessMaking beauty count



A supportive response from official bodies and individuals (1/2)

“There is much to be welcomed in this interim report. We look forward to the opportunity to continued collaboration with the
Commission and Commissioners. It’s time national and local governments heeded the Commissions wide-ranging
recommendations to use the planning function more creatively for place making rather than development control, and codes,
to bring about a step change in the way the country builds” Ian Tant, President, RTPI

“The interim report …is a promising start. Delivery
will need commitment & resources from the next
administration. The report recognises the power of
placemaking, helps define ‘beauty’ & calls for much
we can endorse.”
Ben Derbyshire, President RIBA

“Design Council believe that
well-designed places bring
people together, foster a sense
of community, improve health
and wellbeing, stimulate the
economy, and create more
sustainable places to live. If
the current system isn’t
working then we need to
change it. The work of the
BBBBC offers us all a fantastic
opportunity to do just that.”
Sarah Weir, CEO Design Council

“Good call: Old retail
parks and supermarkets
should be redeveloped
into mixed communities
served by public
transport, government’s
Commission said in its
interim report.”
Paul  Hackett, Chair of G15 
and  CEO, Optivo

“High streets should be ‘beautiful, walkable, well-
connected places for people to live and work with a
greater mix of buildings’ …we can all agree with that!”
Forty Group



A supportive response from official bodies and individuals (2/2)

“Very encouraging that the commission will address public procurement, methods of delivery, construction contracts and
value engineering with respect to the quality of new homes in its long-awaited report… [They are] also pushing for alignment
of VAT for refurbishment and new-build to encourage reuse of existing buildings. Is there anyone who thinks this isn't a good
idea?”
Russell Curtis, RCKa Architects

“Very positive principles for better housing
developments around the country.”
Matt Young, Senior Advisor, Design Council

“I was sceptical…but it looks good.”
Tom Barrett, Planning Policy Officer

“Anyone involved with community land trusts will find
a lot to cheer in the Building Better, Building Beautiful
Commission’s interim report, Creating a space for
beauty.”
Tom Chance, Director, National CLT Netowrk

“The Building Better Building Beautiful Commission’s interim 
report rightly places great emphasis on the value of placemaking 
rather than just house building, and argues that beauty should be 
considered in relation to buildings, places and where places are 
located.” Fiona Howie, Chief Executive, TCPA

“The commission’s interim
report was better received
than many anticipated”
Building Design



Colour improves mood

Source: Of Streets and Squares

2006 Survey of 899 people in 4 countries (UK, Sweden, Saudi Arabia, Argentina)



People prefer symmetry or near symmetry

Source: Of Streets and Squares

2006 Survey of 40 students being shown 10 
pairs of non-familiar geometric images



Predictors of place quality  - we took transects in 6 cities

Source: Of Streets and Squares

Place beauty analysis – base on 1.5 million ratings of >212,000 images



Predictors of place quality 

Source: Of Streets and Squares

Place beauty analysis – base on 1.5 million ratings of >212,000 images



Main predictors of popular places in London

Source: Of Streets and Squares

Place beauty analysis – base on 1.5 million ratings of >212,000 images

 Distance to a listed building
 High built up area density
 Richness of land use
 Richness of urban furniture
 Immediate presence of a listed building
 Richness of commercial activities
 Average proportion of pre-1939 buildings
 Proportion of pavement vs carriageway



London’s least popular places

Source: Of Streets and Squares

Place beauty analysis – base on 1.5 million ratings of >212,000 images



London’s most popular places

Source: Of Streets and Squares

Place beauty analysis – base on 1.5 million ratings of >212,000 images



People appear to prefer slightly smaller squares with more enclosure

Source: Of Streets and Squares

721 respondents online

Height to width ratio of 1:1 vs 1:3



What streets to people want to walk in?

Source: Of Streets and Squares

419 respondents online

Height to width ratio of 
from 1:02 to 1:2



Again people appear to prefer a ratio of about 1:1

Source: Of Streets and Squares

419 respondents online



Lessons from a study of every sale in London in 2016

Source: Create Streets, Beyond Location

Sales premiums associated with different components

Index of Multiple deprivation associations

The 
heritage 
premium 

is four 
times 

greater 
than the 

new build 
premium 
in London

 Areas of high population and low ground 
coverage are significantly associated with 
higher deprivation



Developers are often using the words of good design but….

… calling it gardens 
doesn’t make it a 
garden

This is a garden



… calling it a square doesn’t make it a square

The new Malaysia Square – ask a passing six year old to define a square. You may not get this



Calling it a village doesn’t make it a village

This is a village

This is not a village

Kiddbrooke Village & a real village



Calling it ‘human scale’ does not make it so

• The architects of this described it, with no apparent irony, as
‘human scale.’

• This begs the question: which humans did they have in mind ?

Greenwich, the legacy of our generation



Calling it ‘Canaletto’ does not make it so

This is not
Canaletto

This is
Canaletto
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